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A Global Challenge:   
Illicit Tobacco Trade

The global trade in counterfeit and smuggled tobacco is an industry worth 
many billions of US dollars. Funds gained from this illicit trade are known to 
support serious organised crime and terrorist organisations.

The effects on industries and the businesses that operate within them can be 
devastating as well as causing huge losses in tax revenue to governments.

Global Challenges

Illicit trade produces 
600 billion cigarette 
sticks per annum 
(circa. 11% of 
cigarette trade).

Losses to 
government revenue 
as a result of 
counterfeit tobacco 
products total over 
$40 billion annually.
.

Tobacco products 
have high fiscal 
value, are easy to 
transport, and often 
do not carry the 
same penalty risks 
as other trafficked 
substances, such as 
narcotics – making 
them the ideal 
product to fund 
organised criminal 
groups.
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A Global Response: 
Framework Convention on 
Tobacco Control (FCTC)

FCTC Objectives
The World Health Organisation (WHO) FCTC treaty provides an internationally 
co-ordinated response to combating the global tobacco epidemic, and sets out 
specific responsibilities for governments addressing tobacco use, including 
the combating of illicit trade. 

Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products
The first protocol to be outlined under FCTC is the Protocol to Eliminate 
Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products (ITP), and was adopted by consensus on 12 
November 2012. 

The Protocol builds upon and complements Article 15 of the WHO FCTC, 
which addresses means of countering illicit trade in tobacco products, a 
fundamental requirement for a comprehensive tobacco control policy.  

The Protocol aims to secure the supply chain of tobacco products through 
measures widely considered to be the “heart” of the Protocol. It mandates 
the establishment of a global tracking and tracing regime within five years of 
entry into force of the Protocol, comprising national and/or regional tracking 
and tracing systems and a global information sharing point located in the 
Convention Secretariat. 
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FCTC ITP Protocol Track & Trace Obligations
At present, more than 180 governments have signed the FCTC treaty,  of 
which over 50 have further ratified the ITP Protocol, providing an obligation to 
implement solutions including:

• Ensuring all manufacture, import and export of tobacco products and 
manufacturing equipment is subject to a licence.

• Provision of a national tracking and tracing system, with an ultimate link to 
a “global information sharing focal point.”

• Capture and record keeping of tobacco manufacturing data including: 
location of manufacture, manufacturing facility, information on the first 
customer, intended market of retail sale and intended shipment route. 

• Ensure that all cigarette packages bear unique identification markings 
(containing essential information regarding the products).

• Taking the necessary measures to prevent the diversion of tobacco 
products into illicit trade channels and increasing the effectiveness of 
relevant authorities and services.

The ITP sets a deadline of five 
years from the entry date of 
the Protocol (25 September 
2023), for a cigarette tracking 
and tracing system to be 
established by each Party to 
the Protocol.
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OpSec InSightTM Track & Trace Platform 
The OpSec InSight platform provides all elements of an independent, FCTC 
compliant track and trace solution, including UID (Unique Identifier) request 
management, automated data collection, product aggregation, supply chain 
management and enforcement reporting.
The platform provides the central system repository, enabling secure data 
storage and real-time interrogation by government officials as well as providing 
the front-end solution management for manufacturers and importers. 
InSight’s open API infrastructure enables integration to existing third party 
aggregation / supply chain software and government e-tax systems.

Flexibility of Scheme Design
Unique in-country infrastructure, legal framework and supply chain 
dynamics demand a comprehensive solution that ensures adherence to 
FCTC requirements, but also practicality for both government and industry 
stakeholders.  
From the outset, OpSec works with government clients to provide a complete 
audit of the industry and processes, enabling an effective traceability solution 
to be planned, resourced and successfully implemented. 

Advanced Customs Reporting Capabilities
OpSec InSight provides government clients with unlimited reporting 
capabilities for all captured data. Customised dashboards quickly highlight 
the information that is most important to the user, including stamp usage 
by brand, geo-mapping of activity or deep dives to specific importers or 
factories. OpSec works with government enforcement officers to create a 
suite of initial reports, and provide full training to enable customisation and 
reporting at an individual user level.

Unique in-country 
infrastructure, legal 
framework and supply 
chain dynamics demand 
a comprehensive solution 
that ensures successful 
implementation and 
adherence to FCTC 
requirements, but also 
practicality for both 
government and industry 
stakeholders.
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FCTC Data Capture:

(a) date and location of          
     manufacture
(b) manufacturing facility
(f) intended market of retail     
     sale
(g) product description

FCTC Data Capture:

(c) machine used to   
      manufacture tobacco    
      products
(d) production shift or time 
      of manufacture

FCTC Data Capture:

(e) The name, invoice, order 
      number and payment 
      records of the first 
      customer who is 
      not affiliated with the 
      manufacturer
(h) any warehousing and 
      shipping

FCTC COMPLIANT TRACK/TRACE EXAMPLE PROCESS DATA CAPTURE REQUIREMENT
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Operator Registration & Order Processing
OpSec works with government clients to register suppliers onto the track & 
trace programme and to generate their specific economic operator IDs. 
Upon successful enrollment, OpSec will manage the day-to-day relationships 
with all stakeholders regarding digital and physical stamp purchasing, 
payments and technical queries.
As part of the UID (Unique Identifier) request process, metadata is captured 
that will form part of the pack UID, utilising International standard coding 
structures. 

Secure Production, Storage & Distribution
OpSec operates to strict security standards for both physical and digital 
security solutions and is certified to ISO 14298. Digital UIDs are made 
available for secure download direct from the InSight Track and Trace 
platform, or can be sent directly to tobacco industry FTP servers for print 
management.
Physical authentication stamps will be securely manufactured, stored and 
distributed by OpSec directly to global manufacturing sites, minimising any 
risk of loss or diversion.

Tobacco Packing Line Integration
At the time of manufacture, tobacco companies will typically carry out two 
specific tasks: a) Direct to Product (DTP) printing of the OpSec-supplied UID 
to unit packs; and b) application of the physical security feature.
After printing of the UID to pack, a capture device will scan the data and 
electronically synchronise this back to the OpSec InSight track and trace 
platform, digitally capturing further FCTC required metadata and alerting to 
any issues with the UIDs.
The pack level UIDs will also be utilised to generate aggregated pack to 
carton to master case and pallet identifiers, with all data once more being 
synchronized to InSight.

Warehousing & Shipping
By utilising the aggregated UIDs, the OpSec InSight platform can manage all 
required warehousing and shipping declarations, including sales information 
from manufacturer warehouse, to wholesaler, through to the first point of 
retail sale.
Alternatively, OpSec InSight’s API infrastructure can enable existing supply 
chain management software to transmit stock movement detail back to the 
InSight platform.

PROCESS OVERVIEWEXAMPLE FCTC/ITP COMPLIANT TRACK AND TRACE SOLUTION
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High Security Authentication Stamps

OpSec Security has provided tax stamps and associated optical security to 
over 30 billion excisable products, making them one of the foremost suppliers 
of global tax stamp products and solutions. 
For the success of any secure track and trace programme, an authentication 
feature containing multiple security elements at overt, covert and forensic 
levels is vital to ensure integrity of product. 
OpSec authentication stamps further provide unique indicia for factory 
tracking/activation and can act as the key within the mobile authentication 
application, unlocking access to full FCTC compliant track and trace data,

Microtext Taggent inks Equinox switch 
effect

UV reactive
inks

De-metalised 
OVD foil feature

OVD security 
stripe

Unique ID 
number

Guilloche and 
fine line security 

print

2D code

Anti-copy 
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Mobile 
Authentication
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Mobile Enforcement & Authentication

Mobile authentication is a vital element of any tax stamp track and trace 
solution, and should provide a reliable enforcement tool, delivering both 
stamp authentication and access to the complete stamp and product meta-
data.
OpSec mobile enforcement solutions enable both government clients and 
consumers to authenticate a stamped product and gain insight into its 
provenance.
Multiple levels of verification can be integrated into the mobile enforcement 
process, including optical design feature authentication, OVD authentication 
and encrypted code authentication.
Once the physical elements of the stamp have been verified, the mobile 
application will decrypt the unique code printed on the stamp, providing 
access to track and trace metadata about the product.
As many countries who ratified the ITP protocol have remote regions with 
limited mobile data coverage, OpSec mobile solutions can authenticate the 
optical security features of the tax stamp, even when mobile data is not 
accessible.
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Selecting A Technology Partner
Choosing the right technology partner to implement an FCTC compliant track and trace solution is key for 
each Government. Independence, Experience, Ethics and Technology are all vital elements to consider, with 
any compromise potentially jeopardising the programme.

OpSec Security
With decades of experience in the tax stamp and track and trace sector, OpSec Security is uniquely placed 
to provide support to global governments working towards meeting FCTC ITP Protocol obligations.

30bn
30 billion products 

protected

50
50 government 

customers

40
40 years protecting 

government 

& commercial 

partners

Founding member 

of International Tax 

Stamp Association

Checklist OpSec

Independence The Protocol contains strict restrictions regarding tobacco industry 

involvement. Government Parties must ensure that any interaction with 

the tobacco industry is carried out with maximum transparency, and must 

not delegate any of their obligations to the tobacco industry.

a

Experience The Protocol is a complex global challenge for all stakeholders including 

governments, the tobacco industry and solution providers. It is important 

that the technology provider has a proven and successful history in 

implementing complex global government solutions.

a

Ethics The Protocol is politically sensitive, with ethics and openness being 

closely monitored. It is vital that the chosen technology partner and its 

partners can present a completely clean trading history, with no instances 

of bribery or corruption anywhere in the world. 

a

Technology The Protocol requires a detailed understanding of physical and 

digital security, so it is vital the chosen technology partner has proven 

technology and experienced staff able to plan, develop and implement 

the programme.

a



MICHIGAN
 ■ Cigarette tax stamp programme

 ■ Full face OVD Tax stamp running at 80 
packs per minute

 ■ $15m revenue increase in 1st year

 ■ Online Contraband Watch Services

 ■ ROI of project within 12 Months of 
operation

MOZAMBIQUE
 ■ Tobacco and alcohol tax stamp 

programme

 ■ Concession includes stamp production 
and secure distribution

 ■ Full track and trace supply chain 
management

 ■ Over 300,000 illicit cigarette packs 
seized within the first few months

PORTUGAL
 ■ Liquor and tobacco tax stamp 

programme

 ■ Complete liquor tax stamp 

 ■ OVD Security stripe for INCM printing 
facility

 ■ Long-term technology transfer partner

ESTONIA
 ■ Liquor tax stamp programme

 ■ Full face OVD tax stamp

 ■ Over 30 individual security features at 
Overt, covert and forensic levels

 ■ Programme saw a 100% increase in 
legal liquor sales during first year



About OpSec
For over 35 years, governments worldwide have trusted OpSec to deliver innovative, high security solutions 

for the protection of taxation, banknote and high security documents, including:
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OPSEC WORLDWIDE OFFICES

The Americas 

Boston, MA, USA

Lancaster, PA, USA

Meridian, ID, USA

Dominican Republic, DOM

San Francisco, CA, USA

Europe

Leicester, GBR

London, GBR

Washington, GBR

Munich, DEU

Malta, MLT

Vilnius, LTU

Asia

Hong Kong, HKG

Beijing, CHN

Shanghai, CHN

Tokyo, JPN

• Armenia

• Bangladesh

• Egypt

• Estonia

• Malta

• Mozambique

• Russia

• Thailand

• United Kingdom

• United States
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